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By Tim Andersen, MAI

Iget a lot of questions from apprais-
ers. This one, I thought, was very

interesting. All too often, appraisers
hear the complaint from the 
consumer, who typically is not the
client. Thus, we appraisers really
shouldn't care. 

Borrower Question: "The damn
appraisal came in too low. That
idiot appraiser doesn't know his
backside from his elbow." That's
basically why one homeowner filed a
complaint against me with the state.
Now, what do I do? Typically,
appraisers hear this when the contract
price is greater than the appraised
value. 

Thus, it affects the broker too, as
well as the lender, the buyer, and the
seller. What are appraisers supposed
to do when this happens? That's a
great question. 

Let's ask ourselves some questions
to try to understand how all the par-
ties: the appraiser, the broker, lender,
seller, buyer, builder, so on, and so
forth, can look at the same appraisal
yet arrive at so many different con-
clusions. 

Question #1: Low according to
whom?   

Question number one: low accord-
ing to whom? Low is a relative term.
Something cannot be low if there's
nothing higher; it's a comparison. 

Clearly, the lender (who is usually
the client), the seller, the buyer, the
broker - everybody wants the
appraisal to support the contract
price, especially when the market
does not support the contract price. 

When that happens and the deal
closes, they all walk away from the
closing table with money in their
pockets and smiles on their faces. 

However, our job as appraisers is
not to satisfy any of these parties.
Our job is to provide the client with
an unbiased opinion of the subject's
market value as of a specific date,
under specific market conditions,
under a specific set of assumptions,
extraordinary assumptions, and hypo-
thetical conditions, and be damned
what anybody else thinks about our
appraisal.

www.appraisaltoday.com

EDITOR’S NOTES 
Attached is the recent Fannie

ANSI 19 FAQs, answering many
appraiser questions. See which ones
are important for you. 

Desktops with floor plans and
building sketches. Fannie is saying
adoption will be slow by lenders.
For the Covid desktops, lenders pre-
ferred full appraisals. Who will be
using the smartphone apps is not
clear at all. Appraisers will not be
doing them for lenders. Does the
building sketch and calculations
conform to ANSI? And other unan-
swered questions

I have been writing about these
topics in my free weekly email
newsletters. 

The February and March issues of
this newsletter, on the paid 
subscriber web page, had lots of
ANSI information. 

For updated  info on webinars,
classes, etc. go to 
www.appraisaltoday.com/ANSI

http://www.appraisaltoday.com
http://www.appraisaltoday.com/ANSI
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Only appraisers are objective
How can any of the above parties

legitimately, and without bias, deter-
mine if the appraisal is low? 

Could the contract price ever pos-
sibly be too high? Have our broker
friends ever over-sold a property?
Did our broker friends paint a picture
too optimistic about current market
conditions? 

Do any of the above parties have a
vested interest, in other words, a
financial interest, in the contract sales
price? 

Is there any reason for the appraiser
to share in that financial interest? 

Therefore, when the parties say an
appraisal is too low, they're express-
ing nothing more than a value opin-
ion. They do not have to support
their opinion that they arrived at
because of bias. Appraising is easy
when you make all the components
stack up, isn't it?

Question #2: Low according to
what? 

By what metric did the parties
determine the appraisal came in low? 

Since an appraisal is a market sup-
ported opinion of the subject value
and that support comes from data the
appraiser has verified out of the mar-
ket, by what authority did any of the
above decide the appraisal was too
low? 

The fact that the "low" appraisal
"killed the deal" means nothing more
than the seller and the broker took
advantage of the buyer. Or maybe it
means the deal should die since it
was wrong for the current market as
well as the buyer mortgagor. It is
common for the seller or the owner
to claim they had an appraisal done
earlier, which came in higher than
the current one.

Produce that previous report so the
appraiser can scrutinize it and possi-
bly a proper Standard 3 for review.
Why is everybody assuming the pre-
vious appraisal is correct while the
current appraisal is somehow wrong?

Do the sellers and the brokers real-
ly think that we buy into that the last
appraisal was higher, so your
appraisal is wrong?     

Hint: No, we don't. So when they
hold the low appraisal to some higher
indicator of value, why do they
assume the higher value is correct
while the low appraisal is somehow
flawed?

Question #3: What if the broker or
the lender or the neighbor or the
builder or the guy driving down the
street told the homeowner what his
or her house was worth, is it worth
more than the appraised value? 

Unfortunately, our brethren in the
brokerage community do not have a
clue what market value is. 

Granted, they may know prices,
but market value is a term of art with
which they are either ignorant or fla-
grantly refuse to understand and
accept. 

Further, would it be cynical for an
appraiser to say that a broker might
over-list a house just to get the list-
ing? You can gasp in surprise at that
question. Would it be cynical for an
appraiser to say a broker would then
beat on the seller to take the first
offer that comes in, even if it's
nowhere near the listing price? 

Real estate brokers are trained
salespeople. They live from commis-
sion to commission. Their job is to
sell the house for the highest possible
price, its market value notwithstand-
ing. 

Brokers sell one house at a time.
They don't eat if they don't sell.
There's no pressure there to do what-
ever is necessary, or unethical, to get
that listing and that sale.

On the other hand, we appraisers
are trained analysts, a higher calling.
Appraisers don't sell anything. To get
paid, we exercise our professionalism
and, from market data, form value
conclusions. Brokers do CMAs. 

Appraisers, however, are paid to
think, both critically and systemical-
ly. Then from that thought, we syn-
thesize a value for the property under
appraisal. 

Appraisers measure markets to
notice and interpret trends. We don't
care if the house sold for $100,000.
Appraisers notice that the sale and
purchase involved the seller carrying
back a 100% mortgage at 1% interest
payable quarterly for 98 years, there-
fore, had a cash equivalent price sig-
nificantly below $100,000. 

By critically understanding this
sale and purchase transaction, via its
analysis, we appraisers also under-
stand the cash equivalency calcula-
tions by which we discover the mar-
ket value of that transaction, not
merely its sales price.

Appraisers are or are supposed to
be the real estate market's adult
supervision. Are appraisers too often,
however enablers of the juvenile
hijinks of the brokerage community? 

So to appraisers, the broker's opin-
ion of a property's price, not its mar-
ket value, is about as useless to us
appraisers as would be steaks at a
vegan's birthday.

Question #4: What if, at the
appraised value, the seller cannot
even pay off the mortgage? 

Frankly, that's not our problem.
Indeed, that may be the fault of a pre-
vious appraisal or a previous apprais-
er surrendering to the seller's influ-
ence, the lender's influence, or the
realtor's pressure to make the previ-
ous deal work. Had the previous
appraiser exercised proper ethics in
appraisal practice and come in at the
property's true market value, not the
broker's contract price, this problem
would likely not exist. 

So don't blame the current apprais-
er; blame the previous one and the
seller, the lender, and the brokers in
the deal for pressuring the previous
appraiser.
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Question #5: The minds of the
buyer and seller have met at
$450,000. Isn't that what the
property's really worth? 

No, that's merely the price the par-
ties agreed on with a lot of help from
the broker who, as you'll remember,
gets paid solely on commission.
However, it is not necessarily the
property's market value, despite the
fact it's the property's price. The two
numbers may be the same, but the
concepts, definitions and very ideas
are very far apart. 

It is the appraiser's job to measure
and quantify market value, not con-
tract price. True, the contract price
may go a long way toward support-
ing the property's market value. But
contract price and market value are
not the same concept, never have
been and never will be, despite our
brethren in the brokerage and lending
communities insist. And sometimes
insist quite loudly.

Appraisers owe a duty of honesty to
the client, but…

Appraisers are aware that, while
they owe a duty of honesty to the
client, they do not represent the client
as would an attorney. Nor, therefore,
are they to advocate for the client or
any party to the transaction for that
matter. To advocate for anybody in
the transaction would indicate a bias
favoring the client, or whoever, on
the appraiser's part. 

To evidence bias also means the
appraiser has abandoned his or her
duty to objectivity, impartiality, and
independence. At that point, they're
essentially brokers who have no such
ethical requirements.

We can only empathize with the
parties' positions

When appraisers hear the com-
plaint that the "damn appraisal came
in too low," about all we can do is
empathize with the other parties'
positions. 

Assuming the appraiser did not
make an error, which is a possibility,
then the other party's position that the
appraisal is low, has no market sup-
port whatsoever. It's their biased,
unsupported, and therefore worthless
opinion. 

However, the appraiser's value 
conclusion has market support, it
should be included in the report.
Therefore this appraisal report is the
more credible of the two.

Market support for the appraiser's
market value conclusions is the key. 

Appraisers have that market sup-
port, they hope. The other parties
merely have data on price. Do
appraisers understand the difference
between market value and market
price? Do appraisers apply this
understanding to their valuation
assignments? 

Did the appraisal really come in
low, which happens on occasion, or
was the appraiser merely exercising
proper due diligence and profession-
alism? We are professionals, paid to
perform market supported value
opinions. 

We are not rubber stamps for the
lending and real estate brokerage
machines. Because we're profession-
als, we owe it to ourselves and to our
clients to charge professional fees
and provide our clients with profes-
sional level appraisal services for
those fees.

Source of article
This is a professional transcription

of one of Tim's podcasts. 

About the author
Tim Andersen, MAI, is a practicing

Certified General real property
appraiser in Florida. Mr. Andersen
has written a number of articles on
techniques for improving appraisal
report quality. 

Additionally, he recently published
a popular book on appraisal practice,
How to Raise Appraisal Quality and
Minimize Risk: The Appraisers
Guide to a Defensible Work File.

He is a fee-based Consultant to his
fellow Appraisers relative to USPAP,
State Appraisal Board Charges and
Complaints, and subpoenas. Available
for USPAP compliance reviews, cri-
tiques of reports, Standards 3/4
reviews for court cases, forensic
analyses of reports, as well as all
other real estate appraisal matters.
• Florida State-Certified General Real
Estate Appraiser, RZ998
• Master of Science Degree (MSc) in
Real Estate Appraisal
• AQB Certified USPAP Instructor,
#44574
•Course Development and
Presentations
• Appraisal development & reporting
consultations
• Appraisal editing/ Public Speaking

Tim really wants to help appraisers
keep out of trouble with your state
board. He can review your appraisal
report and tell you how you can
improve. 
tim@theappraisersadvocate.com
561-635-5265
www.theappraisersadvocate.com

mailto:tim@theappraisersadvocate.com
http://www.theappraisersadvocate.com


Include a copy of any additional
language

To enhance the effectiveness of any
additional language you may have
added by addendum, we recommend
that you include a copy of them with
the Engagement Letter for your
client`s review and approval. It may
become important to be able to
demonstrate that this additional lan-
guage were more than mere boiler-
plate language buried in the back of
the report. 

Ideally, you should ask the client to
review and initial each page and
return a copy to you, thereby demon-
strating the client`s acceptance of
these provisions.

Essential Elements That Might be
Addressed in the Engagement
Letter:
• The address and/or legal descrip-
tion of the property to be appraised.
• The name of the client.
• The fact that the appraisal is pre-
pared for the sole and exclusive use
of that client.
• A request that the client seek the
appraiser`s written authorization
before releasing the report to any
other party.
• The purpose of the assignment.
• Estimated report completion date.
• Confirmation of information
regarding the property already pro-
vided by the client.
• Request specifically what informa-
tion will be needed to adequately
complete the assignment, such as
construction plans, current leases, etc.
• Stipulate that the appraisal can be
completed only upon receipt of this
requested information.
• Clarification of the fee arrange-
ment, including any additional
expenses.
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By Claudia Gaglione, Esq. 

Editor's Note: I have been using
Engagement Letters since soon after
I started my appraisal business in
1986. I have a basic template, which
I revise for each assignment. I
always get them signed by the client.
They don't take much time to com-
plete. once you have a basic tem-
plate. 

Not just a quaint display of busi-
ness etiquette, the Engagement

Letter can be an effective tool to pro-
tect your liability exposure. Many
claims against real estate appraisers
arise because of misunderstandings
between the client and the appraiser
about various aspects of the appraisal
assignment. 

The Engagement Letter can pro-
vide you with vital documentation
that key elements of the report were
considered and accepted in advance
by the client.

In one claim reported to our office,
the client alleged the appraiser val-
ued the incorrect parcel of land.
Unfortunately, the appraiser only had
his handwritten notes of verbal
instructions received from the client.
Written confirmation of the exact
description of the property would
have greatly aided his defense.

In another case, the lender hired
the appraiser to estimate the value of
a hillside lot and specifically request-
ed that the appraisal not take into
account geological or construction
feasibility factors. The appraiser
wisely noted this unusual instruction
both in the report itself and in an
Engagement Letter. Subsequently, the
loan was sold to another lender who
received a copy of the appraisal. 

When the borrower defaulted, the
new lender sued the appraiser claim-
ing the property had been overvalued
because the appraisal failed to con-

sider serious geological and percola-
tion problems. Along with the fact
that the appraiser owed no duty of
care to the second lender, this claim
can be strongly defended because the
appraiser confirmed his original
instructions both in the appraisal and
in the Engagement Letter.

The Engagement Letter and third-
party claims 

The Engagement Letter may also
strengthen your defense against third-
party claims. Along with specifics of
the appraisal assignment, the
Engagement Letter should include a
statement that the appraisal is pre-
pared for the sole and exclusive use
of the client. You should also request
that the client seek your written
authorization to release the report to
any other party.

One of our insureds was sued by a
borrower who claimed he had a right
to rely on the appraisal. Although the
appraisal was ordered by the lender,
the appraiser listed the name of the
borrower in the "Borrower/Client"
field on the report. Sometime later,
the borrower sued the appraiser for
failure to discover and disclose
defects of the property. The appraiser
tried to argue that the report was pre-
pared for the use of the lender, not
the borrower. 

The borrower pointed to the
appraisal to support his position that
he, too, was the client. An
Engagement Letter confirming that
the appraisal was for the sole and
exclusive use of the lender/client
would have been very helpful to the
defense.

Engagement Letters 
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We recommend that an
Engagement Letter be generated for
each and every appraisal assignment,
regardless of your familiarity or rela-
tionship with the client. Although we
believe it to be an effective means of
loss prevention, we cannot guarantee
that the use of an Engagement Letter
will provide protection in all circum-
stances.

Sample Engagement Letter
We have included a sample

Engagement Letter for your review.
You may incorporate any or all of
the suggested language. We regret
that our office is not in a position to
review or render an opinion on your
own particular Engagement Letter.
We recommend that you periodically
consult with a local attorney for
advice on the effectiveness and suit-
ability of your Engagement Letter
and Statement of Limiting
Conditions and Appraiser`s
Certification.

(date)

(client name & address)

RE: Appraisal of ________

Dear ________,

Pursuant to your request, we are
happy to submit a proposal for the
appraisal of the property located at
________.

The appraisal shall be prepared for
(client named above) and is for the
sole and exclusive use of (client
named above). We request that you
seek our written authorization before
releasing the report to any other
party.

The purpose of this appraisal is to
estimate the market value of the
property. The legal property
appraised would be the (fee
simple/leasehold/etc.) interest. The
property will be valued as of (date).

The appraisal will be prepared in
accordance with the Uniform
Standards of Professional Appraisal
Practice. Attached to this letter you
will find a copy of our Statement of
Limiting Conditions and Appraiser`s
Certification which are attached to all
appraisals prepared by this office.
Please review and initial each
attached page and return the executed
copy to us indicating your acceptance
and approval of our Limiting
Conditions and Appraiser`s
Certification. 

The estimated completion date of
the appraisal is ________. We can
only complete the appraisal by this
date if we receive from you in a time-
ly manner any relevant information
needed for the preparation of the
report. In order to complete this
appraisal, the following information
will be needed: (list of such informa-
tion).

We will furnish you with ________
copies of the appraisal report. Our fee
for this appraisal will be $________.
This fee (does/does not) include the
cost of certain expenses that may be
incurred in the preparation of the
report. (If expenses not included) A
bill for these expenses will be provid-
ed to you upon completion of the
report.

A retainer in the amount of
$________ must be paid to this office
before we can commence the prepara-
tion of this report. (or) A bill for the
$________ appraisal fee will be pre-
sented and immediate payment will
be requested at the time the report is
completed. (or) A bill for the appraisal
fee of $________ along with any
other expenses incurred will be pre-
sented to you along with the complet-
ed report.

We will proceed with the prepara-
tion of this appraisal upon receipt of a
signed copy of this letter and an ini-
tialed copy of the Statement of
Limiting Conditions and Appraiser`s
Certification. If you have any ques-
tions about anything contained in this

letter or in any of the attachments,
please give us a call.

Sincerely,

(appraiser signature)

Engagement Letter Accepted:

_______________________________
____________________
(client signature) (date)

Source of this article
Reprinted with permission from

Liability Insurance Administrators. 

About the author
Claudia Gaglione is a partner at
Gaglione, Dolan & Kaplan, and the
National Claims Counsel for LIA's
Errors & Omissions program.

She graduated from the University
of Southern California Law Center in
1982 and specializes in the defense of
professional malpractice claims.

Since 1987, Claudia and her col-
leagues have supervised over 8,500
claims and lawsuits filed against real
estate appraisers, and other real estate
professionals, across the country.

By virtue of this experience,
Claudia can discuss the types of errors
that are avoidable and how real estate
professionals can take steps to make
themselves more defensible in the
event they are the subject of a claim,
and making her the authority on
appraiser litigation and defense.
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bureaucracy that funds free trips to
meetings where crusty old MAIs and
soulless bank appraisers can assemble
to get pleasantly drunk. This entity
became The Appraisal Foundation, an
organization designed to foster high
appraisal standards that are written in
weasel words even Donald Trump
could circumvent.

It's hard to know where to start;
there are so many things wrong with
USPAP. As an overview, suffice it to
say that its structure appears to be
designed so that over the long haul,
most responsibility for bad loans can
be offloaded to appraisers making less
than $100K per year (3).

A few of the more obvious false
assumptions in USPAP:

Certain Standards are paired
because appraisers develop their opin-
ions before reporting them.
Wrongamundo, Buckwheat. Most
appraisals are written simultaneously
with the opinion-forming process.
Separating the two in a set of rules
simply allows obfuscation of essential
criteria and avoidance of the steps
necessary to achieve a semblance of
objectivity-and credibility. 

The appraisal client is always the
intended user. A lovely concept out in
the ether somewhere, but hardly ever
the case in practice. The client (who
engages the appraiser) is a lending
technician or AMC drone; the intend-
ed user is an underwriter, servicer, or
portfolio manager. (This assumes the
fact that only about 10% of appraisals
are ever done for anybody other than
a mortgage company.) Pretending that
they're the same person (based on the
legal concept of a corporation as a
person, which facilitates all kinds of
evil) allows the left hand, which is
handing out cash, to avoid confronting
the fact that the right hand is remov-
ing money from the borrower's sav-
ings account.

By Barry Bates

Editor's notes: All footnotes are at the
end of this article, indicated by (1) in
the text. This article first appeared in
Ernie Durbin's ill-fated but very pop-
ular and well produced LiveValuation
magazine on July 15, 2011. Barry
updated it in 2018. He was a regular
contributor to Appraisal Today. 

I knew him for many years. He was
a lot of fun and very entertaining. I
love his writing style - never boring!
His most recent 2018 articles are
available on the paid subscriber web
page. He is retired now. 

TAF - The Appraisal Foundation

Before your friendly author pro-
ceeds violently to eviscerate this

not-even-very-well-meaning docu-
ment, let's get a minor but nonethe-
less irritating question off the table. I
think it was my original article that
got some action in the days when you
had to pay $60 for a copy of USPAP
when, as a matter of public law, it
should have been free to read. The
solution?

TAF put it out on the web where
it's free to read at www.uspap.org ,
but you can't download it or search it
effectively. So you still have to pony
up the bucks. 

My central thesis today, children, is
still that a bunch of crusty old MAIs
and soulless bank appraisers (2) saw
an opportunity in 1986 to create a

The Competency Rule says: "In an
assignment where geographic compe-
tency is necessary, an appraiser who is
not familiar with the relevant market
characteristics must acquire an under-
standing necessary to produce credi-
ble assignment results for the specific
property type and market involved."

This turf battle is the biggest single
boondoggle in the appraisal profes-
sion today. Geographic competency
was a critical component 30 years
ago. I routinely challenge appraisers
who drape themselves in "geographic
competency" to list-in 30 seconds-
"nuances" and supply/demand factors
in their local markets that I could not
find out online in a half hour for free
or for only a few bucks. I haven't
found one appraiser who could do it
without spitting pablum all over him-
self.

On the flip side, though, inner cities
remain a bastion of secret market
influences. In Philadelphia, where I
had to live for two years as part of a
plea-bargaining agreement, it's still
true that the townhouse on the south
side of the street may be worth
$30,000 while the one opposite (same
plan and lot) can pull down $180,000.

But, about 80% of real property
transactions occur in conforming
areas these days. I no longer have to
sit next to the Cracker barrel with
Clem to find out that the old Clampett
place just sold to a chicken farmer
from Porterville.

Who do we think we're kidding? If
we don't give up our 50-year-old habit
of assuming the ostrich position to
face every threat, our profession will
not survive (4).  

Finally, the old TAF argument in
support of USPAP that its lack of
specificity is only the result of trying
to avoid "micro-management" of the
appraisal process is just what we for-
mer Army wiretappers used to call
"cover noise." It screens from hearing
the fact that as it stands, USPAP can

Is it jUSt PAP? (1)

http://www.uspap.org
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be used to exonerate or execute an
appraiser on political motives regard-
less of the issue at hand. That's why
more procedural detail is needed, not
less.

Appraiser Judy fails the geocompe-
tence test when she gets a citation
from her state for not having a sub-
scription to local MLS. Yet when
appraiser Willie walks when he fails
to check online sources or MLS after
the property owner assures him the
property is not publicly listed for sale.
This same thread of delusion seems to
run throughout USPAP, undoubtedly
promulgated by crusty old MAIs. If
any carbon-based life form tells you
something, it's okay to believe it's true
without any further investigation. Just
throw in an extraordinary assumption,
even though it's invalid because it's
impossible or unreasonable.

Another reason for more specificity
is the utter failure of the HVCC /
Dodd-Frank AMC experiment.
Instead of being coerced by a mort-
gage broker, today's appraiser is sys-
tematically coerced by onerous docu-
mentation requirements, intimidating
email, multiple requests for reconsid-
eration, and arbitrary blacklisting.
Appraisal quality is depressed by
AMC expropriation of what was once
50% of a normal appraisal fee.
Moreover, residential fees in general
haven't changed for 20 years. Editor's
Note: until the recent very high
demand. 

Residential appraisers are being singled
out for extra punishment these days
because:
1. They're vulnerable. They work in a
kind of vacuum that keeps them
naïve.
2. I'll say it again: they're vulnerable.
Their comparative isolation and state
of overwork prevents them from
keeping adequate tabs on organiza-
tions that are supposed to be acting in
their best interest (5).
3. On the front lines (definitely not in
the general's tent), the profession
attracts rebels, renegades, weirdos and

geeks (I stand with my comrades),
who tend to simply ignore rules any-
way.
4. Their isolation prevents them from
banding together and acting from the
grassroots. With a bit of seed capital,
a class action suit by residential
appraisers against AMCs and clients
based on deprivation of livelihood
might have a chance in fixing the sit-
uation. It doesn't help matters that the
honest appraiser thinks s/he's a brain
surgeon working for $350 per opera-
tion. The dishonest one makes a lot of
money during a short career "in the
normal course of business" (6). 

Far be it from your curmudgeonly
author to rant about USPAP without
offering an alternative set of rules.

Here they are, The Twelve Appraisal
Commandments:
1. Thou shalt use only comps that are
the most recent, proximate and simi-
lar from a reliable, customary, and
verifiable data source. 
2. Though shalt not make unsupport-
ed adjustments.
3. Thou shalt use no comp situated
across a God- or man-made neighbor-
hood boundary, especially rivers and
multi-lane highways.
4. Thou shalt not estimate costs with-
out referring to the cost data source
(book, page or URL) and including a
copy of the analysis in the report.
Likewise, thou shalt not estimate land
value in a cost approach context with-
out supplying supportive valuation
data in a separate sales comparison,
allocation, or residual analysis (7).
5. Thou shalt always comp an over or
under-improvement within the neigh-
borhood in which it is located.
6. Thou shalt apply, when applicable,
capitalization rates supported by veri-
fied comparable sales or recognized
formulae, showing all calculations in
detail. Likewise, thou shalt not esti-
mate rent or rent multipliers without
citation of verifiable data source.
7. Thou shalt not identify your
appraisal premise as "leased fee
estate" if, by the time I read the report

to the end, the income approach used
market rents. 
8. Thou shalt comp to the subject
property's STATED buyer profile and
its highest and best use as constructed
or proposed (i.e., thou shalt not refer
to a 9-paddock horse boarding opera-
tion as an "equestrian home" or a 7-
acre mini-vineyard as a "hobby farm."
When an appraiser encounters any
onsite component that may or may
not--contribute significantly to market
value, the component value must be
quantified and disclosed. (I'm just
sayin').
9. Thou shalt disclose and describe
ALL subject property physical, func-
tional and economic defects in the
body of the report and not merely in
addenda, certifications, limiting condi-
tions, or photographs.
10. Thou shalt try not to form an opin-
ion of value based on a preconceived
notion or on anticipated future person-
al benefits.
11. Thou shalt not write disclaimers
under "limiting conditions" or "general
assumptions" that are in reality extra-
ordinary assumptions or hypothetical
conditions.
12. You cannot disclaim responsibility
for any work that an intended user
would expect to be included in the
normal scope of work (zoning, EPA
status, permits, etc.) or in identifying
the highest and best use.

Could there be more than Twelve
Appraisal Commandments? Additional
tablets could be inscribed to expand
them to 25, but more than that would
probably be unnecessary. The reader
undoubtedly has a few to contribute.
The toughest commandment to follow
is #10.

As a digressive anecdote, the writer
has personally known only one billion-
aire in his entire career. Mr.
Billionaire, a hard-money commercial
mortgage guy with two Ph.D.s and a
propensity for experimentation with
hallucinogens, asked the writer at a
cocktail party in 1984 (no play on
years intended), "Do you think an



appraiser can provide an unbiased
opinion of value?"

Your humble servant had to think
about that for several seconds. "No,"
offered the servant. YOU think about
it. If an appraiser could-and did--ren-
der an unbiased opinion in every case,
s/he wouldn't be very busy. "I'm sorry,
Johnny, you can't have a new pair of
shoes this month because Mommy is
an honest woman."

If we were really honest, we'd admit
to being fallible and malleable human
beings who need hard, understandable
commandments (regulation and
enforcement) to keep us on the
straight and narrow. It may seem old-
fashioned, but perhaps a little confes-
sion, penitence and absolution are in
order today in place of bombast and
bluster.

In the end, our goal shouldn't be to
provide an unbiased opinion since the
very phrase is an oxymoron. If it's not
biased, it's not an opinion. The goal is
to know where to draw the lines at the
top and bottom of a demonstrably rea-
sonable range. If the commandments
above were followed, setting those
demarcations still would be very far
from easy, but they'd be a lot less sub-
jective and dangerous.

When a "point value" is really nec-
essary, the appraiser's client should be
given the tools in the appraisal report
to make that decision herself. At the
point where an appraisal turns into an
estimate of the maximum loan
amount, the issue is one of risk man-
agement, not the "art" of appraisal.

We cranky, rebellious, nerdy
appraisers are tired of doing every-
body else's job. So there.

FOOTNOTES
1. Pap, n., soft food for infants or
invalids, as bread soaked in water or
milk.
2. In the interest of full disclosure, the
author was a soulless bank appraiser
who only narrowly missed getting his
MAI. The sale of his pre-owned soul
to Satan and His Minions was record-
ed in Book 245, Page 21, Official
Records of San Francisco County,
California on October 15, 1972. The
soul has been resold several times
since then, but the identity of succes-
sive assignees is unclear because the
deed was deposited with MERS.
3. It's no coincidence that the quantity
of lawsuits against appraisers is rising
(per Liability Insurance
Administrators) although the 2008
collapse of the housing market was
certainly a major contributory factor.
If you think your E&O premium is
too high now, wait another year or
two. 

Rather than spend more money on
risk management to avoid another
economic debacle, servicers are heap-
ing more tasks, responsibilities, and
requirements on reconciliation
appraisers with no change in compen-
sation to address the additional liabili-
ty. Congress is helping them out;
Gramm-Leach-Bliley declared that an
appraiser is a "financial institution"
because s/he provides a financial ser-
vice. The updated Interagency
Appraisal and Evaluation Guidelines
now state that appraisers, unlike
agents and brokers, can't get away
with an estimate of price instead of
value in order to decrease liability in
valuation for liquidation; they offer
very vague reasoning for closing this
gate before the cow comes home
4. Check out the 2013 Oxford Martin
study of 770 U.S jobs that
estimated that (residential) real estate
appraisal has a 90% probability of
complete computerization by 2023.

Although the current regulatory
market is still buying the geocompe-
tence argument, it will last only until

the next big lawsuit where someone
tries to collect on the basis of the
appraiser living in Clampettown vs.
Porterville.
5. Historically, appraisal organiza-
tions have supported the best interest
of financial institutions (or crusty old
MAIs and soulless bank appraisers),
rarely the consumer, definitely not
appraisers in the trenches. Of course,
now that appraisers are legally finan-
cial institutions under GLB, maybe
they'll get some loving attention.
(Not.)
6. Sometimes, it's hard to tell the dis-
honest from the simply stupid. Any
appraiser who knowingly participates
in mortgage fraud for a lousy $350
has an IQ somewhere around room
temperature.
7. Why has the mortgage industry
shoved the Cost Approach under the
rug? Because if an accurate cost
approach had been required in every
residential appraisal, it would have
become inconveniently apparent in
2005 that there was a huge unex-
plained gap between cost, land value,
contractor O&P and reasonable devel-
oper profit on the one hand and the
proposed sale price on the other.
Well, duh...

About the author
Barry Bates had wide-ranging

experience and a technological per-
spective in a fast-paced career that
serves as a testament to the fact that
he has never been able to hold down
a steady job (from Barry). 

He worked for the California State
appraisal regulator as an investigator,
had management jobs with various
large lenders, and started appraising
in San Francisco in 1972. 
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By Wayne Pugh, MAI

The Pocket app is like a DVR 
for your iOS or Android Apps

When it comes to "read it later" services that let you save articles, videos, images, tweets, web pages, etc., As
of November 15, 2021, Pocket is a leader with over 20 million users and 2 billion saved articles and videos.  It
has a 4.8 stars rating out of a 5 stars in the Apple App Store with over 22,000 ratings. 

Do you ever wish while using your phone or tablet, "I'd love to save this information for a later read"?  The
Pocket app helps you do just this. Whether you're in Safari, Chrome, or inside your favorite app, select the
Share button to save the information to the Pocket app for a later read, watch, or listen.
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The Pocket app has a free version that allows users to save, read, watch & listen.   The paid version adds a
permanent library of everything you've saved, suggested tags, a full-text search, unlimited highlights, and pre-
mium fonts.   

Try the free version, get familiar with Pocket, then assess whether the paid version is worth the price.  As of
November 15, 2021, the cost is $44.95/year or $4.99/month. 

Getting Started
Just create a Pocket account, save the content you want to read, and the app will organize the content for read-
ing at any later time. The content will remain in the Pocket app, waiting for you to read, watch, or listen to
your saved content. 

Pocket is platform-independent
Pocket is available for every browser on Android and iOS devices.  The app saves time and space with a read-
ing mode that strips unwanted ads or images. It also provides an offline reading mode so you can read saved
articles.  

Save from anywhere
Save the latest news, magazine articles, videos, recipes, web pages, and more.   

Easy on your eyes
Pocket's layout and customizable display improve your reading experience by clearing out the clutter and let-
ting you focus on the information.  

Listen to articles
Pocket's listen-to feature allows you to hear the story, article, or blog post read to you.  Pocket helps you listen
to your saved content while at work, commuting, working out, walking, or just listening.

Read anywhere 
Any content stored in your Pocket app is also on your phone, tablet, and Mac computer - even when you're
offline.  Your saved content remains available to you, even when it has been removed from the source, a sig-
nificant benefit for Pocket users.

Conclusion
Real Estate Appraisers need access to relevant and current information.  Pocket is an excellent tool to help you
store and organize information relevant to your business and personal life.  As an example, try using Google
Alerts to begin searching the web for information regarding real estate topics, including sales of property, zon-
ing changes, published market studies, etc.  Pocket provides an easy way to organize these Google Alerts
results.  

Learn more at www.getpocket.com

About The Author
R. Wayne Pugh, MAI, FRICS, CCIM, CDEI is the head of Software for Real Estate
Professionals, Inc. and a principal member  of Real Estate Counseling Group of
America. He formerly served as president of the Appraisal Institute and chair of the
Louisiana Appraisal Board. 

http://www.getpocket.com
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If I cannot find comparable sales
with tandem bedrooms, generally, I
will only value the end room as a
bedroom and the walk-through room
as a den, study, or sometimes even a
hallway with a sitting area. These
secondary rooms usually have less
value than a bedroom. 

Why? If a family of four is looking
for a home, they're not looking for a
home with four dens. They are proba-
bly looking for a home with four bed-
rooms. So, bedrooms are typically
more valuable than other non-essen-
tial rooms in a home.

Tandem Garages
Another building component that I

sometimes see with a tandem layout is
garages.

I appraised the home in the picture
below last week. It appears only to be
a one car garage from a front view.
However, it is actually two cars deep.
This may be more desirable than a
one car garage because you can fit
two cars into it. 

However, if the only way to park
two cars in the garage is to pull one
in and then pull a second car behind
it, this is also considered functional
obsolescence. Imagine having to do
that for years. That would get old
fast. This kind of two car garage will
typically have a lesser market value
than one in which two cars can park
side by side.

One Car Tandem Garage
Logically, one might assume that

since a tandem two car garage is
functionally inferior to a two car
garage in which the spaces are side-
by-side, the market value is also less.
Usually, that is true, but not always!

Interestingly, in the case of this
property, my research revealed that
there was no significant market dif-
ference between comparable homes
with a one car garage vs. those with a

cod style dwellings I have appraised.
Although, it can exist in any style of
home.

While this type of configuration is
clearly less desirable than two bed-
rooms that are not tandem, this does
not automatically mean that the mar-
ket value of the rooms is less. In my
experience, generally, the market
value of two tandem bedrooms is less
than two bedrooms that are not tan-
dem. 

However, I have seen times when
the market was not paying less for
tandem bedrooms. Whatever the case
is, the appraiser has to do the research
to make the proper determination as
to how the market is reacting to this
layout.

Sometimes I can find comparable
sales with tandem bedrooms. It's not
always easy, though. Real estate
agents may count the tandem bed-
room as a bedroom in their descrip-
tion of a home they are listing.
However, they don't typically mention
that two of the bedrooms are tandem
in their comments. 

It is probably because tandem bed-
rooms are generally less desirable to
the market, and they are trying to
attract buyers. I get that. I don't have
a problem with that. Real estate
agents and appraisers have different
goals. The agent is trying to sell the
house, and the appraiser estimates the
market value.

By Jamie Owen

Editor's comments: I work in an
area with many older homes, includ-
ing many Victorians. A home built in
1930 is relatively new. Tandem bed-
rooms are common. Sometimes
homes have tandem garages. I
always count them as a den, office,
etc. For over 35 years, I have been
training the local agents to not
count them as bedrooms. 

What does tandem mean? The
idea of something being tan-

dem literally means one thing
behind another. What comes to your
mind when you think of the word
tandem? Sky diving, kayaking, a
tandem bicycle? Perhaps a tandem
unicycle? 

There is one person in the front
and one person in the back in these
situations. Often, two people are
uncomfortably close.

Are there things in real estate that
are tandem? Yes! Let's talk about a
couple.

Tandem Bedrooms
Occasionally, I will see a home

with tandem bedrooms. Tandem
bedrooms mean you have to walk
through one to get to the other. The
picture below may help you to
imagine what this is like. The room
that has to be walked through to get
to the rear bedroom is less desirable. 

In this configuration, the two bed-
rooms might also be said to be
uncomfortably close. There is less
privacy in the one bedroom
because it must be walked
through to get to the other bed-
room. This is considered to be
functional obsolescence.

This type of situation is most
often found in older homes. I have
seen this many times on the second
floors of many bungalow or cape

Do Tandem Bedrooms and Garages Impact Value?
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two car garage. Sometimes the market
defies logic. As stated earlier, this is
generally not the case.

When appraising a home with a
tandem garage, I look for other com-
parable homes with tandem garages. I
also search for homes that may not be
comparable but offer a tandem
garage. If I can find one, I will either
note it in my report commentary or
add it to the appraisal grid, in the
Sales Comparison Approach, as a
supplemental sale and then make the
appropriate adjustments. It helps to
demonstrate the marketability of hav-
ing such a configuration. I will even
go back several years to try to find
one.

In my experience with appraising
homes with tandem garages, real
estate agents are more likely to
describe them as tandem in their
notes. So a word search for "tandem"
in my MLS (Multiple Listing Service)
sometimes makes it relatively easy to

MBA Loan Volume Application Index – 1/16 to 3/22
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find homes with tandem garages.
What if your garage is not tandem,

but the garage door is a bit too small
to fit two cars inside? The solution
may be in a fun video at
www.youtu.be/Xj7TYSBAGpU . 

Check out this creative way of fit-
ting two cars into a garage. I would
not personally recommend this, and I
do not endorse this approach for the
record. But it is an interesting idea.

Tandem bedrooms and garages may, or
may not, have a negative effect on
market value

What we can learn from when
designs and layouts have functional
issues, like tandem bedrooms and
garages, while it usually has a nega-

tive impact on market value, this is
not always the case. 

Appraisers have the responsibility
and skills needed to do the neces-
sary research to determine the mar-
ket reaction and appraise according-
ly. And things do change over time.
What is acceptable to the market
right now may not be in the future
and vice versa.
Article reprinted, with permis-
sion, from 
www.clevelandappraisalblog.com
by Jamie Owen.

SEE MBA LOAN GRAPH BELOW
- LOAN VOLUME IS GYRATING.
RATES VERY UNCERTAIN. 

mailto:ann@appraisaltoday.com
mailto:info@appraisaltoday.com
mailto:info@appraisaltoday.com
http://www.appraisaltoday.com
http://www.youtu.be/Xj7TYSBAGpU
http://www.clevelandappraisalblog.com
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Why the change?
Valuations of residential property correlate strongly with GLA, yet 
to date there is little consistency in how appraisers determine it. 
Our adoption of the ANSI standard for measuring, calculating, and 
reporting square footage:

• Creates alignment across market participants.
• Provides a professional and defensible method for the appraiser.
• Allows transparent and repeatable results for the user of the 

appraisal report. 

How well do you know ANSI?
Here are some items for appraisers to consider when using the 
ANSI standard1:

• Measurements are taken to the nearest inch or tenth of a foot, and 
the final square footage is reported to the nearest whole square foot.   

• Staircases are included in the GLA of the floor from which they descend.   
• Basement is any space that is partially or completely below grade.
• The GLA calculation does not include openings to the floor below, 

e.g., two-story foyers.     
• Finished areas must have a ceiling height of at least 7’. In a room 

with a sloping ceiling, at least 50% of the finished square footage 
of the room must have a ceiling height of at least 7’ and no portion 
of the finished area that has a ceiling height of less than 5’ can be 
included in the GLA.    

• If a house has a finished area that does not have a ceiling height 
of 7’ for 50% of the finished area, e.g., some cape cods, in 
conformance with the ANSI Standard, the appraiser may put this 
area on a separate line in the Sales Comparison Grid with the 
appropriate market adjustment. The report will be ANSI-compliant 
and also acknowledge the contributing value of the non-GLA 
square footage.     

What if comparable sales are measured differently?
GLA for properties in local MLS systems and assessor records may 
not be ANSI-compliant. The appraiser may not know what method an 
MLS listing or assessor used to calculate the GLA. Through research 
and their knowledge of the local market, appraisers determine if 
the GLA provided through alternate sources should be adjusted. 
The adjustment process does not change the requirement to report 
subject GLA to the ANSI standard.

Is there an exception process?
If the appraiser is unable to adhere to the ANSI Standard, the appraiser 
will provide the code “GXX001 –” in the Additional Features field on the 
appraisal form and must explain why compliance was not possible. 
For example, berm homes with their entire square footage below 
grade would be eligible for an exception. The appraiser must provide 
justification for an exception, lenders are responsible for confirming 
the appraiser provided an adequate explanation. Fannie Mae will 
monitor for inappropriate use of exceptions (i.e., using methods other 
than the ANSI standard for homes that have typical above grade 
square footage).

What next?
For additional information, see Selling Guide B4-1.3-05, Improvements 
Section of the Appraisal Report and B4-1.2-01, Exhibits for Appraisals.

Appraisers can visit Home Innovation Research Labs to obtain 
a copy of the standard and might consider taking a continuing 
education course to sharpen their skills. 

Appraisers are encouraged to begin using the ANSI Z765-2021 
Standard as soon as possible; however, it will be required for 
appraisals with effective dates of April 1, 2022 or later.

1 American National Standard for Information Sciences — Square Footage — Method for Calculating, ANSI, Z765-2021 (approved March 2021)

Updated guidance
Appraisers will be required to use the Square Footage-Method for Calculating: ANSI® Z765-2021 (American National Standards Institute®) 
Measuring Standard for measuring, calculating, and reporting gross living area (GLA) and non-GLA areas of subject properties for appraisals 
requiring interior and exterior inspections with effective dates of April 1, 2022 or later on loans sold to Fannie Mae. 

Historically, Fannie Mae’s Selling Guide has not required the use of a specific measurement standard. This policy update will standardize the 
method used to measure, calculate, and report GLA and non-GLA areas of subject properties. 

All footprint sketches and floor plans must be computer-generated (not hand-drawn), indicate all the dimensions needed to calculate the GLA and 
other required areas such as garage and basement, and show the calculations to demonstrate how the estimate for gross living area was derived.

Standardized Property
Measuring Guidelines

https://selling-guide.fanniemae.com/Selling-Guide/Origination-thru-Closing/Subpart-B4-Underwriting-Property/Chapter-B4-1-Appraisal-Requirements/Section-B4-1-3-Appraisal-Report-Assessment/1032992541/B4-1-3-05-Improvements-Section-of-the-Appraisal-Report-09-02-2020.htm
https://selling-guide.fanniemae.com/Selling-Guide/Origination-thru-Closing/Subpart-B4-Underwriting-Property/Chapter-B4-1-Appraisal-Requirements/Section-B4-1-2-Documentation-Standards/1032991831/B4-1-2-01-Appraisal-Report-Forms-and-Exhibits-07-03-2019.htm
https://www.homeinnovation.com/about/bookstore
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Guidelines for measuring
Gross Living Area

Q1. Why is Fannie Mae requiring appraisers to follow  
the Square Footage-Method for Calculating: ANSI®  
Z765-2021 standard?

Valuations of residential property correlate strongly with Gross Living 
Area (GLA), yet to date there is substantial inconsistency in how 
appraisers determine it. Our adoption of the ANSI standard:  

• Provides a professional and defensible method for the appraiser.   

• Allows transparent and repeatable results for consumers of 
appraisal reports.   

• Creates alignment across market participants.  

One key factor in our decision to adopt the ANSI standard now is the 
recent emergence of new technologies, such as phone apps, which 
can measure houses, generate floor plans, and calculate GLA. In 
addition, the new desktop appraisal option Fannie Mae is launching 
requires a floor plan. Since appraisers are not inspecting the 
property personally for the desktop appraisal, we anticipate they will 
commonly receive the floor plan from a third party, so it makes sense 
that all parties (including the appraiser) would be using the same 
standards of measurement. ANSI is a standard that technologies can 
build to, other parties (such as real estate agents) can anticipate, and 
appraisers can create or consume with confidence.

Q2. How prepared are appraisers to adopt the  
ANSI standard?

Many appraisers have voluntarily adopted the ANSI standard since 
it first launched in April 1996. Some states require appraisers 
to adhere to it. Also, the ANSI standard is currently used by the 
National Association of Home Builders and by some tax assessors. 
It closely parallels common appraiser practices so adoption for 
many appraisers will be seamless. 

Q3. Will appraisers need to adopt new technology 
to comply with the requirement for sketches to be 
computer generated? 

Most appraisers already provide computer-generated (not hand-
drawn) sketches in their reports. Software that creates computer-
generated floor plans and sketches for appraisal reports is readily 
available and already in widespread use by appraisers. 

Q4. How can appraisers and lenders learn more about 
the ANSI standard?

For appraisers and lenders who may need training or a refresher, 
there are many classes available to help them learn or refresh their 
knowledge of the ANSI standard. Appraisers can always contact 
Fannie Mae with questions or feedback on appraisal topics.  
Copies of the ANSI standard may be purchased at  
https://www.homeinnovation.com/about/bookstore. 

Q5. When common practice in the local market differs 
from the ANSI standard, can the appraiser modify the 
subject’s GLA to conform to local custom? 

No. The appraiser must measure and report the subject’s GLA 
following the ANSI standard. 

Frequently Asked Questions

https://singlefamily.fanniemae.com/appraiser-contact-us-form
https://www.homeinnovation.com/about/bookstore
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Guidelines for measuring
Gross Living Area

Q7. Can appraisers use the exception code to voluntarily 
opt out of compliance with the ANSI standard?

No.

Q8. The ANSI standard specifically notes that the 
definition of above and below grade could cause some 
houses to have no above-grade finished square footage. 
How should appraisers report GLA in this scenario?

Properties for which the entire square footage is below grade 
(such as berm homes) would be eligible for the exception process 
described in Q6. 

Q9. How will lenders know that appraisers used the 
ANSI standard? 

The ANSI standard requires appraisers to make certain written 
declarations. Appraisers will indicate adherence to the ANSI standard 
by making the applicable declarations in the appraisal report. Failure 
to provide the written declaration when applicable voids any claim of 
adherence to the ANSI standard.

Conversely, if appraisers are unable to follow the ANSI standard, they 
will communicate this through the exception code “GXX001-” at the 
beginning of the Additional Features field of the appraisal report. 

Note: As with all Selling Guide policies, lenders are responsible for 
verifying compliance prior to delivering the loan to Fannie Mae. 
Lenders should familiarize themselves with the ANSI standard and 
adopt underwriting and quality control procedures to ensure that 
appraisal data including GLA is accurately reported. 

Q10. Is the ANSI standard required for 
desktop appraisals?  

No. The ANSI standard is not required for desktop appraisals, nor 
is the exception code. We do encourage appraisers to voluntarily 
follow the ANSI standard on desktop appraisal assignments 
whenever feasible.  

Q6. What should the appraiser do if compliance is  
not possible when measuring, calculating, and 
reporting GLA?

If the appraiser is unable to adhere to the ANSI standard, they must 
enter “GXX001-” at the beginning of the Additional Features field of 
the appraisal report and provide an explanation of why they were 
not able to comply. For example, if the appraiser is performing an 
appraisal in a state that requires appraisers to adhere to a different 
measuring standard, the appraiser may use the exception code and 
the loan may still be eligible for purchase by Fannie Mae.

See the Gross Living Area section of Selling Guide B4-1.3-
05, Improvements Section of the Appraisal Report for 
more information.

Frequently Asked Questions

https://selling-guide.fanniemae.com/Selling-Guide/Origination-thru-Closing/Subpart-B4-Underwriting-Property/Chapter-B4-1-Appraisal-Requirements/Section-B4-1-3-Appraisal-Report-Assessment/1032992541/B4-1-3-05-Improvements-Section-of-the-Appraisal-Report-12-15-2021.htm
https://selling-guide.fanniemae.com/Selling-Guide/Origination-thru-Closing/Subpart-B4-Underwriting-Property/Chapter-B4-1-Appraisal-Requirements/Section-B4-1-3-Appraisal-Report-Assessment/1032992541/B4-1-3-05-Improvements-Section-of-the-Appraisal-Report-12-15-2021.htm
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Guidelines for measuring
Gross Living Area

Q15.  Will appraiser adherence to the ANSI standard 
cause confusion when the subject GLA differs from other 
sources such as MLS or public record? 

GLA from appraisal reports is already often different from other 
sources. It is common practice to treat some finished areas 
separately from GLA due to low ceilings, inferior quality, below grade 
walls, or separation from the main living area. Many factors such as 
variability in definitions, methodologies, or precision of execution 
can exacerbate differences. 

The benefit of adherence to the ANSI standard is that it enables 
appraisers to explain how the GLA is derived in consistent, 
professional terms. This will result in more clarity for consumers of 
appraisal reports. It will also enable lenders, real estate agents, and 
other participants in the transaction to better anticipate appraisal 
outcomes, which can help reduce loan closing issues. 

Q16. How should appraisers account for rooms located 
in above-grade finished areas that do not qualify as GLA 
under the ANSI standard? 

While the ANSI standard is not definitive on this point, appraisers 
should include rooms located in above-grade finished non-GLA 
areas in the room counts (Total Rooms, Bedrooms, Bath(s)) in 
the Improvement section and in the Sales Comparison Approach 
grid of the appraisal report to comply with Uniform Appraisal 
Dataset requirements.

Q12. Is the ANSI standard required for 2- to  
4-unit dwellings?

No. The ANSI standard does not apply to 2- to 4-unit dwellings.

Q13. Is the ANSI standard required for outbuildings?

No. The ANSI standard is not required for outbuildings. A separate 
software-generated footprint sketch that includes exterior wall 
dimensions must be provided for each additional structure with 
room labels, if applicable.

Note: The ANSI standard must be followed for all accessory 
dwelling units.

Q14. The ANSI standard requires any area that is 
partially or wholly below grade to be counted as 
basement; what defines ‘partially’ below grade?

A floor level is partially or wholly below grade if any portion of its 
walls is not entirely at or above ground level.

Q11. Does Fannie Mae require condominiums to be 
measured per the ANSI standard?

Irrespective of ownership type (Condominium, Co-op, Fee Simple, 
etc.), the ANSI standard must be followed (if legally permissible – see 
the Annex to the ANSI standard, page 4, for more information) for 
houses with detached or attached architectural design including 
townhouses, rowhouses, and other side-by side houses. 

The ANSI standard should not be used if the architectural design 
is an apartment-style or multifamily building. When measuring 
a condominium or co-op that is part of an apartment-style or 
multifamily building, Fannie Mae’s policy of using interior perimeter 
measurements for the subject property should be applied.  

Frequently Asked Questions
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Q19. How should appraisers value finished areas that the 
ANSI standard does not include in GLA, such as where the 
ceiling height is less than 7 feet?

The Selling Guide offers some guidance on this topic. When the 
subject property has an area that does not meet the ANSI minimum 
ceiling height requirements, the additional square footage must 
be reported on a separate line in the adjustment grid and a market 
adjustment applied, if warranted. Similarly, we require the appraisal 
report to account for all other square footage that is not included in 
the GLA.

Our longstanding policy on adjustment rates has not changed – we 
require appraisal adjustments to reflect market reaction. This is 
explained in the Analysis of Adjustments section of Selling Guide 
B4-1.3-09, Adjustments to Comparable Sales: “The expectation 
is for the appraiser to analyze the market for competitive properties 
and provide appropriate market-based adjustments...” It is up to the 
appraiser to determine the market reaction for non-GLA areas, which 
may be greater than, less than, or equal to that of the GLA.

Reminder: Fannie Mae does not have restrictions on gross, net, or 
line-item adjustments. 

Q18. The GLA of comparables available to appraisers 
may not be based on the ANSI standard. How should 
appraisers manage this issue?

GLA found in local MLS systems and assessor records may not 
be ANSI standard compliant. The appraiser may not know what 
methods real estate agents or assessors use to ascertain GLA. 
Appraisers already deal with this uncertainty routinely, regardless 
of what GLA method the appraiser uses for the subject property. 
Through research and knowledge of the local market, appraisers 
determine if the GLA of the comparable should be adjusted relative 
to the subject. Appraisers will continue to perform this analysis like 
they have always needed to do.

Q17. When the ANSI standard excludes finished areas, 
resulting in a smaller GLA, does this adversely affect the 
value of the property? 

No. The ANSI standard defines a transparent, professional approach 
to describing the subject, which gives appraisers a consistent 
starting point for the valuation analysis, but it says nothing about 
how appraisers conduct that analysis. Done correctly, adherence to 
the ANSI standard does not change the value of the property.

https://selling-guide.fanniemae.com/Selling-Guide/Origination-thru-Closing/Subpart-B4-Underwriting-Property/Chapter-B4-1-Appraisal-Requirements/Section-B4-1-3-Appraisal-Report-Assessment/1032992431/B4-1-3-09-Adjustments-to-Comparable-Sales-01-31-2017.htm
https://selling-guide.fanniemae.com/Selling-Guide/Origination-thru-Closing/Subpart-B4-Underwriting-Property/Chapter-B4-1-Appraisal-Requirements/Section-B4-1-3-Appraisal-Report-Assessment/1032992431/B4-1-3-09-Adjustments-to-Comparable-Sales-01-31-2017.htm

